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Extending the Solution
AnswerSource now has all of the in-depth, specialized compensation and benefits content you need with Benefits Broker PLUS, a supplement
to the existing professional content you are already using in HR Professional. Benefits Broker PLUS provides detailed information designed
specifically to address the requirements of compensation managers, benefits specialists and other professionals who develop, sell and
administer compensation and benefits programs.

What's New in Benefits Broker PLUS?
More than 330 Research Chapters cover the intricate details of

Expanded State Law Summary Information includes enhanced

compensation and benefits to equip you with the information you

material regarding the state taxation of cafeteria plan payments,
state coordination of benefits (COB) provisions and stronger

need to sell and manage tricky comp and benefits programs.

coverage of state benefits mandates.
Over 60 Additional Model Documents can be used to supply
your clients with ready-made compensation and benefits policies,

Interactive Government Forms are a new feature and provide

notices, forms and other documents they need to administer these

access to over 500 federal, state and local government forms,

plans.

which can be completed online, printed and saved.

More than twice the number of Federal Law Summaries include

Specialized News and Trends Feed features timely updates of

recent legislation, such as the Economic Growth and Tax Relief

compensation and benefits legal developments, emerging trends,

Reconciliation Act of 2001 and the Job Creation and Worker

detailed special analyses and reports.

Assistance Act of 2002.

Compare the Difference
AnswerSource Benefits Broker PLUS now provides extensive material on the subjects that matter most to you. Below is just
one example illustrating the extensive increase in AnswerSource content.
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